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The writer, an administrator responsible for the supervision of
reading in the primary grades in a small city system, \indertook the problem
of developing a Course of Study for the Pre-Primary years. Two years of
formal education previous to Grade One, are included in this public school
system. There has been no definite program outlined of the work expected
or goals to be attained in each year. As a result, there have been
confusions and misunderstandings, and in seme cases it seemed that the
children were not getting the full value fresn the two years.
The purpose of thJis study, therefore, is to attempt to establish
a specific plan for each year providing graded steps to reach the goals.
In order to attack this, a detailed investigaticxi of Courses of Study of
many communities, such as Detroit, Michigan, Cincinnati, Ohio, Berkeley,
California, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and New York City, was made, from which the
writer attempted to glean ideas which were applicable even in a small
system because of their invaluable worth.
Courses of study from several small cities, such as New Bedford,
Massachusetts, Fall River, Ldassachusetts, Providence, Rhode Island,
Worcester, Massachusetts, Hartford and Bridgeport, Connecticut, were also
studied.
The writer has attempted to build a Course combining the most worthy
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2principles for use in her own school system. During this attempt, she has
kept in mind at all times the errors and confusions which had been noted in
her school system in the Primary Grades, and which could have been once
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Education in the Kindergarten and SutMHrimary classes of today show
characteristic trends indicative of their historic background and of the
modifications in the direction of the newer scientific movements in
education and psychology* The trends which Davis^ lists as necessary,
include;
”!• Provisions for developing readiness for dealing later with the
more systematic types of learning*
2, Experiences selected and organized so that the child is sensitized
to the better, rather than the poor, aspects of our culture.
3* Instruction based on the child’s needs and interests, rather
than on force and compulsion
•
4. Promotion of closer relationship between child, parent, teacher,
and community.
5. Development of newer procedures in reporting pupil progress.”
Although the primary pxu*poses of the kindergarten differ radically
from those of the traditional elementary school, numerous investigators have
attanpted to evaluate kindergarten training in terns of achievement in
school subjects and promotion and retardation in later grades.
2
An extensive investigation by Gard in ten elementary schools in
1 Davis, Mary D., "Survey Reports and Current Bulletins", School
Life. 26: pp. 24-26 j 1940.
2 Gard, W. L., "The Influence of Kindergarten on Achievement in
Reading", Educational Research B»3: pp. 135-138j 1924.
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Michigan, discloses that the proportion ’’of repeaters” in towns and cities
without kindergartens, was 69 per cent greater than in communities having
kindergartens.
Gard also concludes that a greater number of kindergarten pupils made
more normal progress than children who did not attend kindergarten, and that
the kindergarten group requires a some^at shorter time to achieve in the
first semester of school progress. He further states that the first five
grades were completed at a younger age by an average of 3*4 months for
pupils having had kindergarten training, and that kindergarten and sub-
primary training increased the per cent promoted in grade one.
Research has not found any one best way to teach reading which is
successful for all children in all localities. Differences in intelligence,
physical make-up, and the environments from which the children come, as well
as differences in ability and training of teachers, all make it seem unlikel]
that one effective method of teaching reading will fit all children and all
situations.^
Reading Readiness, as defined by Murphy"^, «is teaching the necessary
skills to prevait confusions later in reading.”
Promoticn to the first grade was formerly determined more or less
throu^ subjective data. In the later years, it has been based on more
objective measures of the child’s ability to do first grade work.
According to most investigators, success in reading depends upon the
3 Durrell, D.D., ”Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities”, World
Book Co., Yonkers-on-Kudson, New York, 1940, p. 1.
4 Murphy, Helen A., ”An Evaluation of Exercises For Developing
Auditory Discrimination In Beginning Reading", Unpublished M.A. Thesis,
Boston University, 1940.
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5child's readiness for the reading processes. A true Readiness for Reading
should then be the measure for the child' s promotion
.
Studies of the process find that reading is affected and influenced
by many and complex factors,
Harrisco^ tells us the most important are:
1. Intellectual Developnent
2. Physical Development '
3 . Person al Developmen
t
She states that intellectual development, which includes the child's
ability to follow directions, to take part in conversation, to do sequential
thinking as required, to relate a personal experience or to follow the plot
of a story, to use and understand the vocabulary of the pre-primers, and to
understand the concepts involved in the first stories, is of utmost
importan ce
•
According to her, physical development, including general health,
speech, vision, and hearing, is of extreme importance.
She concludes that social and emotional development include desirable
attitudes, habits, and adjustment to the school situation, which also effect
reading.
Peck and McGlothlin summarizing many studies concerning information
on kindergarten children and early reading achievement, stated these findings i
1. The factors vrfiich influence reading success are experience,
5 Harrison, M. Lucille, "Reading Readiness", Revised and Enlarged.
Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, 1939, p. 5.
6 Peck and McGlothlin, L.E., "Children's Information and Success in
First Grade Reading". Journal of Educaticn Psychology. Vol. 31^ pp. 653-64,
December, 1940.
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6information, mai tal age, reading readiness, and personality adjustment.
2. Chronological age appears to have little significance in reading
success.
3 . Boys scored slightly higher on the information test, and girls
soine-what higher on the reading readiness tests.
7
From many investigations, Betts recorded that frcm eight to forty
per cent of the children in the first grade failed to be promoted because
of the reading difficulty. He also reported that eighty per cent of the
retarded readers were of normal or superior intelligence, and six or eight
out of each ten reading cases were boys.
g I
Monroe states a correlation of .66 ^ .04 between reading achievement
and the scores on the auditory tests for reading readiness. This is a
higher correlaticn than any other single score on the battery which includes
visual, motor, articulation, and language tests.
Q
Gates'^ tells us that there are different interpretations of the
factors affecting reading readiness by teachers interested in the reading
process. One group considers mental age the most important factor; another
group defines it as a period of general maturation, mental, physical,
emotional, and social.
Hillard and Troxell^*^ concluded, after studying values of previous
7 Betts, E.A., "Bases for Effective Reading Instruction". Education
Administration and Supervision, Vol. 25, pp. 679-85, December, 1940.
8 Monroe, M., "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction of Success
and Failure in Reading", Education, Vol. 56
, pp. 7-14, September, 1935.
9 Gates, A. I., "Basic Principles in Reading Readiness Testing",
Teachers College Record
,
Vol. 4O: pp. 495-506, March, 1939.
10
Hillard, C.H., and Troxell, E., "Informational Background as a
Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Progress", Elementary School Journal,
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7experiences on beginning reading, that '’children TO-th rich background are
more strongly equipped to attack the printed word because of enriched
meanings and thought which such experiences bring to the task.”
Wilson and others, reporting cn a study of reading progress in
beginning reading, concluded that reading readiness is in reality reading
progress in the initial stages of learning to read.
12
Gates, Bond, and Russell summarized studies appraising the
predictive values of nearly two hundred different devices, From the data
presented, they concluded that the tests of the most predictive value are
tests of abilities, interests, and techniques, which can be learned and
consequently can be taught. They state:
”1. That children acquire reading readiness in varying degrees.
2. That reading readiness is something to be taught.
3. That it is not a development for which the teacher must wait."
They saw two aspects in it, namely, mechanics and interests, and they
state that no inherent qualitative differences explain the rate of progress
in reading. Rather, these authors find these differences may be explained
mainly in terms of learning witn the mastery of letter symbols, both
visual and auditoiy, the most important part of the process.
Sullivan and McCarthy^^ studied five frequently used reading readines£
tests, and concluded visual discrimination to be a factor included in all
11 Wilson, F.T., Fleming, D., Burke, A., and Garrison, G.G.,
"Reading Progress in Kindergarten and Primary Grades", Elementary School
Journal
,
Vol. 33: pp. 442-449, February, 1938.
12 Gates, A. I., Bend, G.L., Russell, D.K., "Methods of Deteimining
Reading Readiness", Elementary School Journal
.
Vol. 40: pp. 165-167, hov.1939.
13 Sullivan, H.3., and McCarthy, Josephine, "An Evaluation of
Reading Readiness Materials", Education
,
Vol. 62: pp. 40-43, September, 1941.
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of the five tests* Items for auditory discriminaticn appeared in several
of these tests.
Murphy and Junkins^^ studied the effectiveness of a formalized
teaching program in auditory and visual discrimination, and the evidence
from these investigatiais appears to stress the significance of auditory
and visual discrimination in determining success in beginning reading. They
concluded there are two causes for confusion in beginning reading:
1. The lack of auditory discrimination, i.e., the power to
distinguish similarities and differences in the sound of words.
2. The lack of visual discrimination, i.e., the power to
distinguish similarities and differences in the visual form of words.
Heek^^ analyzed the possible clues in word recognition, and reported
that:
”1. Children hit upon certain letters or groups of letters for means
of identification of words.
2. Initial and final letters plus letters of peculiar formation
seem to be selected as clues.
3. The clue selected seems to be dependent upon the total situation
set up.”
Wilson and Fleming^^ reported a similar cc« elusion that children were
14 Murphy, Helen A., and Junkins, Kathryn K., "Increasing the Rate
of Learning in First Grade Reading”, Education
,
Vol.62: pp. 37-39, Sept. 1941.
15 Meek, Lois, "A Study of Learning and Retention in Young Children”
Contributions to Education
.
No. 164, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1925.
16 Wilson, F., and Fleming, C.W., "Letter Consciousness of
Beginners in Reading", Journal of Genetic Psychology, Vol. 53: dd. 273-285.
1938,

9found to be letter conscious in the early stages of beginning reading.
Initial likenesses seemed more apparent than final likenesses, although the
latter ability was indicated to some extent. The evidence from this study
seemed to show that young children give attention early to letter forms and
sounds and use them as keys to reading.
17McCarthy investigated for the purpose of the construction of a
battery of reading readiness materials and concluded:
”1. The materials discriminated well between the various
chronological age groups of the population tested.
2. The rank order of difficulty of the various functions tested
is revealed to be stable at all chronological age levels of the population
upon which the tests were administered.
3. There were no statistically significant differences betTTeen
the results obtained by the boys and the girls on the twelve tests in the
battery.
4. The tests discriminated fairly well between the various mental
age groups of the small population upon which there were mental age data.”
It is the purpose of this investigator to use the findings of the
best studies in the Kindergarten and Sub-Primary reading readiness field for
incorporation in a Kindergarten, Sub-Primary program for her schools. This
program will be projected in the following pages.
17 McCarthy, Josef^ine, ”The Construction and Evaluation of a Test
of Reading Readiness”, Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1941.
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PROPOSED KIHDERGAHTEH AND SUB-PRIMARY: COURSE OF
STUDY 3N READmG READINESS
As before stated in Chapter I, a detailed investigation of Courses of
Study from many communities, such as Detroit, Michigan, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Berkeley, California, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and iMewr York City, was made, from
which the writer attempted to glean ideas which were applicable even in a
1 syston, because of their invaluable worth.
Courses of study from several small cities, such as New Bedford and
Fall River, Massachusetts, Providence, Rhode Island, ?/orcester, Massachusetts,
Hartford and Bridgeport, Connecticut, were also studied, and the writer
submits the following Course as representative of the best procedures in use
for Kindergarten and Sub-Primary, organized in the light of what is considere(
best in current educational practices.
No instruction undertaken by the public schools is more important than
that of developing understanding through achievement in reading. It is
impossible to teach well if children are unable to secure accurate meanings
from the printed materials.
In submitting this Course of Study, the writer feels that no program
which overlooks the following factors could be adequate.
1. Standards of admissicxi to Grade I which will insure an average
mental age well above six years for children entering first grade without I
I
entrance examinations, and a minimum requirement of a mental age of six
years for younger children admitted through psychological examination.
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2. A program of kindergarten activity and training which will give the
experiential background, sensory training, speech development and vocabulary
necessaiy to success in reading.
3. A group test of reading readiness administered to all pupils at the
end of the first half of the Sub-Primary year, followed by an individual checlj^
up of the physical and sensory readiness to read of all pupils whose group-
test scores indicate some difficulty or handicap. Also, at the end of the
Sub-Pilmary year, a group intelligence test should be administered as an aid
for guidance into formal reading.
4. Individual diagnosis and remedial teaching for children, otherwise
ready to read, who exhibit specific or unusual difficulties.
5. A well planned teaching program for children that are ready to
read.
6. A program of training for all Kindergarten and Sub-Primary teachers
in the specific techniques for discovering and remedying individual
difficulties and teaching beginning reading.
7. A continuation of preparatory training at the beginning of Grade I,
such as a pre-primer period, for those children who need it.
8. A modification of the requirements made of those few pupils who are
obviously not ready to read but whose age necessitates their placement in
Grade I, to the end that they may not experience hopeless failure, even thougl
repetition of the grade may be necessary.
The Kindergarten’s responsibility in reading readiness, as stated by
18
Che Association For Childhood Education, is to prepare the children by
18 Neterer, Elizabeth, and Ewen, A., ’’Portfolio for Kindergarten
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”Enjoying a -wealth of experience -with people, especially -with other
children; with pets; with the world out of doors, and -with manipulative
materials
.
Gaining skill in making and carrying out plans and in solving problems.
Learning to give attention and to persevere at a -bask.
Getting help Tfdien needed by asking for it or by referring to a picture
book.
Being able to express thoughts by such means as painting, drawing, clay
modeling and block building.
Possessing physical soundness, including eyes that can focus clearly on
an object, and ears that can detect slight variations in sound.
Articulating clearly, expressing ideas to others, and contributing
easily and convincingly to a discussion.
Being interested in stories and able to anticipate an outcome or a next
incident in them.
Noticing likenesses and differences.
Having self-confidence and joy in accomplishment.’*
During the kindergarten year, a child lives richly. He experiments witl
a variety of materials, creating things of his own fancy and satisfying his
curiosity. He learns to play and work with others, to take part in discussior
and to make and carry out plans. He enjoys stories, poems, music, and books;
leams to refer to pictures to help solve some of his problems, and interprets
ais impressions through his drawings, paintings, wood work, block building,
original stories, and verses, and dramatic play. His vocabulary is enlarged;
ae is helped to use acceptable speech forms, and his health needs are studied
s
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and provision made for them.
It is a year of joyous, successful living, and is the best kind of
preparation for learning to read.
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THE DEAR'S PRCGRAwI IK THE KINDERGARTIK
The year's work in kindergarten will be based on a succession of
guided centers of interest and experiences. Each teacher will make definite
plans to utilize all the reading readiness understandings which can come
naturally out of these centers.
In choosing experiences for her particular group of children, the
teacher will choose those that satisfy the following criteria:
1. Does it grow out of the immediate background and environment of
these children?
2. Is it within the range of satisfactory achievement for these
children, yet ccraplex enou^ to challenge them?
3. Will it present a variety of worthwhile problems?
4. Will it have a "leading on" value?
5. Will it further the child's physical and mental health and well-
being?
6. Will it provide participation for all children in educative social
relationships?
7. Does it satisfy the child?
The teacher raa.y motivate or the children may initiate the experience
so long as the above criteria are met. The attention and interest span of
small children must be considered in determining the length of time spent on
a given center of interest and experience. The teacher will watch and guide
child interest to a new, but related, problem when the children cease to
derive value from the activity. The length of time worthily spent may be a
few days or as long as several months. This type of program will not exclude
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many minor activities (minor in scope, not in importance) which will intervene
each day.
Early in the kindergarten year, many of the experiences will be
individual, but as the year progresses more time will be given to group
interests.
The following succession of experiences is typical and suggestive, but
will vary with different groups of children.
I. First quarter
1. Many of the experiences under the theme "Living at School"
2. The familiar environment, home, will be the basis for the first
group activities "Living at Home"
3. Intervening activities might be:
a. Health and safety at home and school
b. Science aspects of season
c . Halloween fun
d. The state fair
II . Second quarter
1. House play may lead to "Grocery Store" and other food experiences,
culminating in the Thanksgiving season
2. Understandings about homelife enrich the Christmas season, which
is celebrated in the kindergarten as a "giving" time with its gifts
and Christinas tree for parents
3. The toy shop may grow out of experiences with Christmas toys
. The grocery store or play with Christmas wheel toys may lead to
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5. Intervening activities might be;
a. Time (clock, calendar, etc.)
16
b. Snow and ice experiences
c . Rhythm band
III. Third quarter
1. The post office is a natural interest when Valentines need to be
sent
2. Trains, boats and airplanes to carry the mail
3. Spring’ s awakening and the school garden
4« Intervening activities might be:
a. Valentines




1. Easter may lead to clothing experiences (dry good's store) or to a
flower shop interest.
2. City parks
3. Portland water front
4« Farm experiences
5. Intervening activities;
a . May day
b . Vacati on plans
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After completing the work of the Kindergarten, Witty suggests a
Kindergarten Trait Test to be given informally by the teacher. It is an
excellent Trait Rating Scale to evaluate qualifications which will be helpful
to the Sub-f^imary teacher of the Kindergarten pupil about to be under her
care.
Pupil* s name Age Grade
Name of rater Position
Length of time rater has knoum pupil Bate rating made
Direotions
1. ’ Ratings are to become a part of the permanent record of the schools and
should, therefore, represent careful judgments.
2, In each trait or characteristic, compare the child to be rated with the
average child of the same grade in the school.
3® Try to make real distinctions. Do not rate a subject high or low on all
traits simply because he is exceptional in one or a few traits.
4. In rating more than one child, rate all on one trait only. Then go
through and rate them all on the next trait, and so on until the rating is
completed.
5 - In general, it is not advisable to study too long over one trait. Make
the best judgment you can, and go on to the next.
6. Do not omit any rating.
7. Each trait or ability is to be rated on a five point scale. Draw a
circle around the 1 to denote a high or very desirable amount of the trait.
19 Witty, Paul, and Kopel, David, ’’Diagnostic Child Study Record”,
Sorthwestem University Psycho-Educational Clinic, Evanston, Illinois, 1939.
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Use the 2 and 4, respectively, to indicate intermediate deviations below and
above average.
I. Self confidence - 12345
II. Industry - 12345
III. Leadership - 12345
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The task of providing children -with rich, meaningfal experiences, in
order to establish a basis for developing concepts, extends through the
kirjdergarten and sub-primary period. In fact, the development of meaning, as
applied to word symbols, extends through life. In defining a concept. Dr.
20
Paul McKee states, ”It refers to a meaning which one possesses in his mind”
The intensity and variety of experiences at this level is dependent in a
degree upon the social background the child brings into the school. Children
who have traveled extensively or whose parents share with them the vicarious
experiences that result from the reading of children’s literature, have a
more satisfactory background for the development of concepts than children
from homes not providing for this development.
Since every child brings to the school certain understandings that are
products of his experience, the teacher has but to determine his present
state of development in order to plan the next period of growth. The lower
school must, therefore, make provision for taking children from where it
finds them in respect to their degree of development through more advanced
phases of growth.
The development of concepts must be provided by experiences which the
child shares or in Tiiich he is an active participant. This necessitates the
20 McKee, Jraul, ”Reading and Literature in the Elementary School”,
Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, 1934 > pp. 99-100.

20
preparation of a problem for soluticm based on what the child already knows
and for ’iidiich he vrill willingly seek a solution. The activities of the lower
school will fall short of providing effective growth unless the answer to how
things work or the way they work is actively sought. Teachers are frequently
misled because the experiences they provide are sufficiently attractive in
their external organization to hold the attention and willing cooperation of
the child, and yet they fail to require the child to seek a solution in terras
of raeanings already his own. The child raust also consider the occurrence of
these meanings in situations with which he is not familiar.
If the child is taken for an excursion to the park, the teacher should
prepare him for the things he is to see. She should suggest problems that he
can answer by careful observation or inquiry. For example, he sees a bear
for the first time. He may look for concepts of size, color, the way the
bear walks, the bear’s short ears, etc. At the culmination of the
experiences, provision should be made to fix the observation in the child’s
mind by encouraging him to talk with the other children about the visit. In
fact, there is no better way of developing meaning as an out-*groYrbh of the
visit to the park than to encourage children to talk with one another about
the trip. The teacher should take part only as a participant who determines
that satisfactory accuracy governs the telling of events.
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RSADU'IG READINESS
There are six instructional jobs which prepare children for the
experience of learning to read. Conscious attoition in the sub-primary to
these types of training, promotes growth that will prepare the child to
successfully attack the thinking and mechanical sides of reading.
I. Providing the child with real, varied, and rich experiences, out of
which concepts grow, essential to the getting of meaning from material read.
II. Training in the ability to solve one's way through a problematic
situation
.
III. Training in the use of oral language
a. Develcpnent of a wide spoken vocabulary
b. Practice in using simple English sentences
c. Training in use of accurate enunciaticn and pronunciation
IV. Developing a desire to learn to read
V. Training in keeping a series of ideas in mind in their proper
sequence
VI. Training in auditory and visual discrimination
Reading readiness is specific in that certain definite meanings are
necessary before learning to read a givoi piece of material. The following
are the definite meanings necessary before learning to read the pre-primer
and primer, which is the basic aid to first grade reading material. Every
sub-primary’- child should have varied and real experia:rces yrith these word
meanings. This list is given only for teachers' use. The meanings are
not given to the children as definitions.
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all the iniiole number
am to exist
and ...... addition
apples the smooth-skinned, round fruit
are exist
asleep in a state of sleep
at relation of degree-nearness in place
ate took food
away at a distance
baby pertaining to an infant
ball ...... a rounded body
bam a building for farm produce and
live stock




bird a feathered flying fowl
birthday .... the anniversary of one’ s biirbhday
black ...... the darkest color
• bow-wow ..... the bark of a dog
boy ....... a male child
but ....... however
can to be able ‘
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candy a species of confectionary
chickens the young of domestic fowl
Christmas the festival of the Christian church
observed on December 25th in memory of
the birth of Christ
cold deprived of heat
come .to approach
cookies a small flat sweetened cake
cows females of domestic cattle
dark opposite to light color
day period from sunrise to sunset
did performed as an action
dinner the meal taken about middle of the day
do to take or accept - to perform
dog a domesticated animal
down in a descending direction
doll a baby for a child
Easter pertaining to church festival commemo-
rating Christ's resurrection
cat to partake of, as of food
eggs hard shelled bodies produced by female
aniinalsj something to eat
every each one of more than one
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father a male parent
fell dropped dov-u
find came upon by seeking
for that toward which the action of anything
is directed




galloping moving with leaps
garden a piece of ground appropriated to the
cultivation of vegetables, etc.
get to obtain
give to bestow without receiving a return
girl a female' child
go to pass from one place to another
good possessing desirable qualities
goodby farerrell
grandmother the mother of one's father or mother
grandfather a father's or mother's father
gray a dark mixed color
guess to make a random judgment
had possessed
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jump . . . . ,
jumped . . .
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little small in size
look to direct eye toward an object
looked directed the eye toward an object
make construct
man .an adult male person
may permission
me myself
merry-go-roimd .... a circular frame mounted with wooden
horses, and seats for people to be carrie<
.
on
met . came upon
mew cry of a cat
milk to withdraw the milk of a white fluid
secreted by female mammals
morning the first part of the day
mother a female parent
must to be necessitated - to be obliged
my belonging to me
name the title by which any person or thing
is known
new recent
next ......... at the time succeeding nearest in time
night ......... the time from sunset to sunrise
no refusal
* i
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novv at the present time
nuts fruits consisting of a hard shell
enclosing a keiuel
oh exclamation of sar7)rise
old not young
on in contact vrith the surface
once at one time
one . .a single thing - on a certain day time
past
out on the outside
party a social assemblage
penny a coin
picnic an outing with an outdoor meal
pigs the young of swine
play to engage in recreation
please in courtesy
pocket ...... a small bag inserted in a garment
pony a small horse
pretty attractive but not striking
put . to place (put on - to invest one's self
with, as clothes) - (put in, introduce) -
(put out - to extinguish)
rabbit .a rodent of the hare family
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red ......... a color resembling blood
ride ........ an excursion in a vehicle and on horseback
road an open way - a track for travel
round around
run to go in a quick hurried manner
said . uttered in words
sand box a box for holding sand
sang ........ uttered sweet or melodious sounds
sat rested upon the haunches
see perceive by the eye
she this female
Sleepytown a mythical place of sleep
slower . less rapid
snow watery particles congealed into white
flakes, in the air, falling to the earth
so for this reason
some . indefinite quantity
something anything undetermined
soon in a short time
squirrel a small rodent with a bushy tail
stop to cease from any motions
store any place where goods are sold
surprise a moderate degree of wonder and amazement
take ........ to move - accept
tell to give instruction to
thank to express gratitude to for a favor
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Thanksgiving a public celebration of Divine goodnes^
that something before mentioned - points
out a thing
the a certain thing or things
than those persons or things
then . , . , at that time
there in that place
they more than c«e person or thing
this something about to be mentioned
three two and one
to . movement toward
took got
Tom a boy' s name
town a village
tree a plant which is woody, branched, and
perennial
two one and one
under beneath
up . toward a higher place
us a number in whom the speaker is includejjd
valentine a letter ccr.taining professions of love
sent on Valentine' s day, 14th of
February
very . . to no small extent













way direction of motion - method - passage
we a mimber of which the speaker is one
the voice of the pig - very small
went passed frcm one place to another
were existed
what whatever; how remarkable
where at what place
vAiite having the color of snow
who what or which person or persons
with association
will promise
woman the female of the human race grown to
adult years
yes affirmation - consent
you person addressed
21your pertaining to you
21 Ljmch, V.M., ”A Study in Word meanings of Prijners ”, Unpublished
laster of Arts Thesis, Colorado State College of Education.
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I. Suggestions for providing the child with real, varied and rich
experiences (out of which concepts grow) essential to the achievement of
meanings in reading.
A. Provide many concrete real experiences
1. Through excursions - by group and by individual child
a. To observe community servi ces
(1) Stores and shops
(2) Fire station
(3) Post office










c. To observe construction projects in neighborhood
(1) Concrete
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AN EXAMPLE OF AN EXCURSION
32
The Grocery Store
I. How the experience might arise.
A. A story about the grocery is read, or
B. A child tells of his experience at the store, or
C. A need is felt for visiting the grocery store
1. To observe the store
a . Good
b. Counters, etc.
2. To buy something needed for another experience
a . Pumpkin
b. Cookies, etc.
3. To observe relationship of buyer to seller
a. Butcher
b. Clerk
c . Delivery boy
d. Customer
All the examples in this section are inser'tions into the main outline.
II. Preparation
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B. Planning our trip
1. Where shall vre go?
2 . How shall we go?
3. Vfhat shall we look for?
4. What shall we buy?
5. Which child shall be the customer?
6. How shall we act in the store?
III. Experience in the store
A. Waiting while grocer serves jnother customer
B. Greeting by groceryman
C. Letting our wants be known
D. Watching while grocer weighs, counts, wraps purchases, etc.
E. Paying and receiving our change
IV. Evaluation of experience
A. Conversation about experience
lo Using new words learned
2. Hearing what others saw
3. Approving children's behavior in the store
4. Discussing how the grocer helps our family
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2. Through practical activities
at In scioice, such as:
(1) Planting a garden and bulbs
(2) Caring for pets
(3) Watching the worm spin a cocoon
(4) Setting a hen and watching chicks hatch
(5) Watching tadpoles turn to frogs
(6) Germinating seeds
(7) Making a Japanese garden
(8) Making a bird's Christmas tree
(9) Watching snow and ice melt
(10) Watching erosion after rain
(11) Making a snowman
(12) Flying a kite
(13) Arranging flowers ir, vase
(14) Consulting calendar, ruler, clock, thermometer, etc.





(5) Harvesting the school garden
c. In constmction and sewing, such as:
(1) Making curtains for doll house
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(4) Making a birdhouse
(5) Building a play house
Ai^- EXAMPLE OF A PEIaCTICAL ACTIVITY
Planting a Garden
I. How the experiaice might arise
A. The children have observed plowing
B* A child asks the question, "Where do we get carrots?"
C. Seeds are brou^t to school
C. A child tells of his home garden
II. Preparation








1. Where shall Tve have our garden?
2. How shall we prepare the soil?
3. Wliat shall we plant?
4. How shall we plant the seeds?
III. Experience with the garden
A. Preparing the soil
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C. Watering the garden
D. Weeding the garden
E. Observing how seeds push their way through the soil
F. Cultivating the garden
G. Harvesting the crop
Evaluation of experience
A* Conversation about experience
1. Using new words learned
2. Discussing the care of a garden
3* Discussing the uses of things grown in the garden
4* Discussing the forces of nature that make our garden grow
B. Eating pi*oducts of garden
C. Knowledge of how some vegetables grow
3.
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b. Decorating the Christinas tree
c. Coloring of Easter eggs
d. Making a Jack-o-Lantern
e. Blowing soap bubbles
f. Sailing a boat
g. Entertaining visitors
h» Visiting another room
i. Playing in class band
la How the experience might arise
A. A story about Christinas
B. A child may tell of Christmas experience
Ca To teach the reverence and love and the joy of giving by means of
1. The Nativity
2. Making gifts for parents
II. Preparation
A. Teacher dete mines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed





wrap decorate Santa Claus
Reindeer
B. Planning the party
1. What can we make as gifts for our parents?
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2. What shall we do for our party?
3 . How shall we decorate our room and tree?
4 . How shall we act at our party?
5 . Whom shall we invite?
_
6. How shall we invite them?
Experiences to be gained frcm the party
A. Greeting our parents
B. Entertaining our parents
C. Trinsning our tree
D. Maicing and wrapping our gifts
E. Giving the gifts
F. Having fun at the party
G. Wishing all ”A Merry Christinas"
4. Through the "showing period"
a. Showing articles brought from home by children, such as
(1) Toys
(2) Nature objects, stones, flowers
(3) Articles of clothing
(4) Books
b. Using models to illustrate an experience
(1) Stop and Go signals
(2) Model airplanes, etc.
c. Showing work made at home and at school
d. Making collections
e. Visiting school science room
•.
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AN EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF A MODEL
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A Safety Experience
I. How the experience might arise
A. A safety poster is brought into the room
B. Failure of a child to cross the street properly
II, Preparation
Teacher determines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed
stop listen go traffic lights
look be careful policeman safety
III. Experiences in using the models
A. Making a street on the floor using safety zones
B. Placing the "stop and go" sign at the intersectican of the streets
C. Tuming the sign and obeying the signals, stop-go
IV , Evaluation
A. Conversation about experience
1, Using new words learned
2, Discussing safe places to play
3, Discussing why we have traffic signals
4, Discussing t&ij we obey traffic sisals
B, Observation of how children cross streets to and from school
B. Use visual aids to supplement real experiences
1. Kinds
a. Pictures, such as:
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b* Lantern slides (-vriiere available)
c. Movies (if suitable for age group)
2, Criteria for selecticn of pictorial material
a. Must be authentic (correct idea of the meaning to be constructed
b. Should present the definite meaning to be constructed
c. Details should not be so numerous as to hide concepts to be
constructed
d. Should be attractive, interesting and calculated to stimulate
thought
e. Number of pictures used at one time should be small
f. Should be large if used with whole group
3 . Suggestions for using visual aids
a. Group discussion of meanings in pictures
b. Teacher explanation of a picture (using as many new word meanings
as have been established)
c. Interpretation of pictures by children (sometimes teacher will
help children make stories about pictures)
d. Motivation of a new experience by placing a few related pictures
on bulletin boaixi
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C. Provide opportunity for conversation and listening, such as:
1* Teacher* s simple explanation
2, "Reading** and discussing pictures
3» Discussion of story
4. Telling and retelling stories
5. Sharing and relating experiences
6. Free and spontaneous conversation
7. Discussion of objects brought to school
8« Planning activities






10. Imitative conversation on toy telephone
11. Creating stories and rhymes
D. Provide opportunity for hearing stories and poems
1. Teacher tells stories
2. Teacher reads stories
a. Without pictures
bg With large pictures vidiich may be shown to children after story
has been read
3» Teacher often retells or rereads a familiar story
4. Children sotnetimes choose story they wish to hear
5. Child may tell story of a picture
6. Child makes own story
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E. Provide opportunity for game experiences and dramatic play




2. PLay on indoor and outdoor play apparatus
3- Play centered roimd construction work, as:
a. Train
b. Boat
4. Dramatic play in sand table
5» Dramatizing stories
6a Games
a a Organized games
(1) Kriocking down a block tower
(2) Ten pins
(3) Races of various kinds
(4) Hiding colored balls
ba Miscellaneous activities, such as;
(1) Finding something - ^ a box; also inside




(2) Finding opposites - long - short
hard - soft
good - bad hot - cold
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F. Provide experience in manipulation, such as:
1. Block building
2. Woodwork
3 . Sand table play
4 . Clay modeling






G. Provide experiences in music and rhythm (See section on Music and Rhythm I
1. Distinguishing loud and soft, fast and slow music by appropriate
clapping or walking
2. Warning from the sound, instruments of a band or orchestra heard on
victrola or over radio
3 . Naming song from a phrase played on the piano
4* Naming '*What do I knock on?” (Cymbal, drum, rhythm, stick)
5 . Distinguishing ”high and low” on the piano
. Identifying rhythm by listening to music, or listening (with eyes
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II. Suggestions for training in ability to solve one' s way through a
problematic situation
A. Provide period for planning future experiences
1. Making suggestions as to procedure






f. Construction or art value
3* Consulting someone who knows where that is possible
4. Teacher sometimes helps children consider several possible
solutions before making a decision
5. After one trial, a second planning period will use solutions
discovered in first attempt
6. Taking and giving constructive criticism
B. Provide real problems of construction and let child work out his
own solutions.
1. Teacher must make sure that the problem is such that a satisfac-
tory solution is possible for child
2. Children will plan, with teacher guidance, before starting to
find the solution.
a. Asking questions of teacher and other persons who might know
b. Consulting pictures when they will clarify a meaning
necessary to the construction
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c. Recalling similar past constructions arjd utilizing solutions
of past problans in solving present proDlem
d. Teacner gives needed new instruction or suggestions
3« Child will be given opportunity to select the kind of material
best adapted (in terms of use) to his purpose
4. Children must be given plenty of time - little use of the word
"hurry*
5 . Children experiment and evaluate their own results
6. Teacher will encourage perseverance in spite of difficulties by
giving a suggestion when needed
7. Example problems
a. Making a toy boat that will float (finding out what material
will float)
b. Making a pen that vdll comfortably and securely house a pet
c. Making a bus that will hold a number of passengers
d. Building an airport that will allcnT toy planes to land and
take off safely day or night
e. Making booklet giving series of ideas in proper sequence
f. Making a drawing that will really "tell others" of a past
experience we have had
g. Making a Christmas toy that is real and attractive
h. Loaking a Christmas gift that is durable and usable
i. Making vegetables and fruits to sell in store
j. Making an envelope for mailing letter in play post office
C. Many problems of informal social contact must be successfully
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1. Establishing habit of finding and replacing own materials
2. Sharing space at tables and benches fairly
3. Asking for information and help from other children and teacher
when really needed
4. Finding way about the room and school
5. Discovering roles of conduct which mean happiness and ccmfort
for all
6. Learning names d other children and how to approach them
Games aid dramatic play provide
1. Problems of playing harmoniously with others
2. Problems of choosing child best suited to play particular oart
3. Problems of playing in
a. Doll house, as arranging furniture, etc.
b. Play stores, as keeping stock in order, etc.
c. Sub-Primary post office, as taking turns being postman
d. Train built by group, as selling tickets
e. Block projects, as deciding how many children can safely
walk on bridge at one time
Provide opportunity for solving problems arising out of science
experiences (See Science Section)
1. Caring for pets of various kinds in schoolroom
2. Arranging flowers brought to school
3* Encouraging children to ask questions about nature
Much training in problem solving can occur under No. 1 of this
outline, provided those activities are handled in such a way that
they constitute problems to be solved by childran.
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TH£ME - LIVBiG IN THE SCHOOL
PROBLEM - LIVING HAPPILY TOGETHER AT SCHOOL
I. Statement of basal purpose
The purpose of these experiences is to give the child an understanding
of his new relationships and to help him to adjust his activities to
the welfare of the group*
II. Content Aims
A. To develop a desire to work and to play safely and happily together
and to grow into strong, healthy individuals
B. To provide situations which require decisions so that a child
learns by experience to recognize and to solve problems which arise
when he works and plays with other children
C. To develop an appreciation of the rights and achievements of others
and a desire to cooperate in worthwhile undertakings
III. List of desireable achievements
A. Habits
1. Working and playing harmoniously with others
2. Sharing tools and materials
3. Talking in turn and in a low, well^uodulated voice
4» Listening when others are talking
5. Controlling emotions while engaging in group activities
6. Offering and giving help where it is needed
7. Seeing things to be done and doing them without direction
8. Doing those things which keep us healthy
9* Assuming responsibility toward group success
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10* Asking for help when it is really needed.
B. Attitudes
1. Satisfaction of keeping room in order
2, Pleasure vrtiich comes from exploring and using one*
s
environment
3, Courteous attitude in social relationships
4. Consideration of safety of other children at work and at play
C. Appreciations
1. Appreciation of the achievement of others
D. Skills
See achievements in Reading Readiness
IV. Preparation for the experiences
A. Teacher determines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed
(The following lists are merely suggestive)
1. Finding out about our school
playground auditorium drinking fountain
our room cafeteria lockers or coatroom
hall first grade room entrance
office toilet rooms fire drill
2. Being friends at school
help each other
wait for our turn
children’s names
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crossing the street at comers
walking on the sidewalk
looking both ways before crossing at corner




B. Suggestive ways of constructing these concepts
See I under Reading Readiness
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1. Have you ever visited the school before; What did you see?
2 . lYhat happens in the auditorium?
3. What can v;e do for our visitors nihen they visit us?
4. How can we play safely on the playground?
5. How can we be friends to other children?
V. Suggested procedure for developing concepts
A. Finding out about our school
During the first few days of school, the room itself and the play-
ground offer many opportunities for exploration and experimentation
Part of this time will be spent in locating materials aid learning
their names and nihat they are for. The child, during those days,
should have ample free time to ’’find himself” in relation to the
other children and in the use of room and equipment. Teacher
suggestion will help to set up standards of conduct which are
necessary for:
1. Safety of all
2. Health of all
3. Consideration of others
As new material or equipment is introduced to the children, a
conversation period will be used to discover the correct name and
use of the new interest.
After two or three weeks, the group will take an ’’excursion” to the
auditorium, library, science room, cafeteria, or first grade room,
as an interest in or need for such an experience arises. Before
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such a trip, the teacher and children will discuss consideration
for other groups of children vdno may be at work in other parts of
the building. During the trip, the use of each room is noted, as
well as its name. The children might dictate a story about what
they have seen when they return to the kindergarten room.
Meanwhile the children are gaining experience in matters of routine
peculiar to the school, such as:
!• Learning to fom circles and lines quickly
2. Learning to respond quickly to emergency signals
3. Practice in conforming to group rules
4. Learning to relax at rest time
5. Taking care of own wraps
B. Being friends at school
This experience is interwoven into every minute and activity of the
child’s day in kindergarten. Every day the child will meet the
p2X)blem of living with other children in a manner satisfying to
himself and at the same time appreciative of the rights, privileges
and achievements of the others. The teacher, through her manner
and attitude will help him to enjqj^ this group life and to form
those habits which will make him a helpful member of the group.
The following experiences may help the child gain these meanings:
1. Helping another child with putting away his materials, his
wraps, and offering suggestions and advice when needed
2. Learning to call children by their own names
3. Helping group by seeing things to do which will add to comfort
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of the group, such as:
a. Opening and shutting door
b. Keeping books in order on library shelves
4. Resting quietly
5. Taking turns in using equipment
6. Listening -wdiile another talks
7. Contributing to group planning
8. Sharing holiday experiences that are common to all at school
9. Observing children's birthdays at school in -which all
participate
Our school helpers
Early in the school year, the children will learn to know by name
the school principal, supervisors, and superintendent as they have
occasion to cone into the kindergarten. As the year progresses,
the teacher -vd.11 frequently call attention to the services which
these people render, so -that the child’s understanding will be
broadened. Children will form the habit of greeting these people
by name vhen they are met outside the schoolroom.
Caring for our schoolroom
Early in the year these habits, attitudes and appreciations will
find a place in conversation and practice in behavior of the
children
.
1. Habit of finding out where materials and books belong and of
pitting -them there
2, Habit of hanging wraps carefully
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3. Habit of cleaning feet before coming into room on muddy days
4 . Appreciation of a pleasant, clean room
a. Decorating room for parties
b. Arranging flowers in vases
c. Cc«tributing interesting pictures for the bulletin board
5 . Habit of cleaning up sand that has been spilled, paper scraps,
and wood sawdust
6 . Habit of realizing personal responsibility in contributing to
group comfort
E. Health and safety at school
Early in September, the matter of health habits should be discussed
in the kindergarten and clII possible cooperation with the home
established. The morning health inspection gives the opportunity
for discussion of health habits. At school the teacher will help
children to develop these habits:
1. Using a handkerchief when it is needed
2. Using toilets -vdien necessary
3 . Washing hands when necessary
4. Keeping small articles out of mouth, nose, and ears
5 . Carrying scissors and tools safely
6. Using apparatus safely
7. Drinking from fountadn correctly
3. Practicing good posture
9 . Coming to school safely
a. Cross street at corner
b. Look before crossing street
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c. Walk, not run, across streets
d. Go directly to school and from school
e. Keep out of water and mud puddles
10. Flaying within bounds of playground
11. Throwing only balls - not other objects
12 . Obeying si gnals
Fo Entertaining visitors
Parents, groups of children frccn other grades, the principal and
others are often invited guests in the kindergarten. These visitor
give the cliildren experience in many courtesies and an attitude of
interest in, and appreciation of, other people.
The children should feel they iiave a definite share in making
visitors welccme. A wholesome social attitude on the part of the
teacher is most important in these experiences.
The following experiences and others v/ill give the children a
definite part in entertaining visitors.
1. Decorating the room
2. leaking favors for guests
3» Keeping a guest book in which guests are asked to sign
4« Getting a chair for a visitor
5. Guiding a visitor to another room
6. Sending one child with a written or oral invitation 'which
others have dictated
Things to know (Broad understandings)
A. Our school is a friendly place, when we try to be fi-iends.
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C. Each child must help to make the school attractive.
D. Other children have ideas, possessions and rights of their o^m.
E. We respect the wishes of the group at all times,
F. Ife play safely to protect others from being hurt,
G. V/hen we all cooperate, we do better work,
VII, Evaluation of these experiences
A. Teacher notes evidences that the child has progressed from an
Individualist to a contributing member of the group in attitude
and behavior and evidences of an appreciation for others about the
school,
B. Teacher notes evidences of better health habits and safety
realizations.
C. Improvement in ability of children to work and play harmoniously.
D. Other children enjoy playing and working with child.
E. Children find their way about school building without difficulty.
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THEME - LIVING IN THE HOME
PROBLEM - LIVING 3UCCESSFJLLY TOGETHER IN THE HOME
I. Statement of the basal purpose
The purpose of this unit is to help the child see his relationship to
the members of his family, and to develop an understanding of his part
in making the home a happy place in 7»hich to live.
II. Content aims
A. To be well and happy and to realize how both affect the home
relationship
B. To learn how to solve simple problems of home life
C. To form the habits which foster harmonious family life and >vhich
will help the child to adjust himself more easily to the world in
which he lives
III. List of desirable achievements
A. Appreciations
lo A happy home and family
2. The work of parents
3o The things vdiich make a home beautiful (flowers, furnishings,
etc.)
4* A well ordered home and the work different people do in keeping
the heme clean, orderly, and attractive
5 . The fact that everyone must cooperate in working, playing and
studying, if the home is to be a happy one
. The home as a place to enjoy friends6
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1» Helpfulness tovrard parents and other members of the family
2. Respect for the rights of all members of the family
3 . Willingness to cooperate with members of the family
4 . Politeness toward members of the family
5 . WilliTigness to assume respcnsibility in planning and talcing
part in work being done in the home
6* Pride in work when done well
Habits
1. Keeping the home clean and orderly
2. Practicing health habits at home
Skills
1. Caring for personal belongings
2, Using leisure time
(See achievements in Reading Readiness)
Teacher determines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed
(The following list is merely suggestive)
1. Living with the family
IV. Preparation for the experiences
mother sister dinner
father others in the family eating
Baby we giving
blether us respecting others
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3» The house in which we live
a. llaterials used in building houses
answering the telephone
caring for younger brother or sister
caring for personal belongings
putting away play materials
logs lath stone glass
lumber iron brick cement
shingles wood concrete mortar
Kinds of houses
apartment bungalow duplex hotel
cottage two-story one-story
c. People vdio help build houses
carpenter paper hanger plumber
mason painter electrician
d. Names of rooms in a house
living room bath room closets
dining room breakfast rocan porches
kitchen basement bedroom
B. Suggestions for constructing these concepts
(See I under Reading Readiness)
C* Suggested questions for discussions leading to development of
con cepts
1. V/ho are the menbers of our family?
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2. 'i/'fhat does mother do in the home and for each member of the
family and for you?
3. How can you help mother?
4. Why does father have to work?
5. What can you do to help father?
6. What are the materials used in building a house?
7. What people help to build us a house?
8. What are the different kinds of houses?
9. What are the other materials used in making a house? (Curtains,
paint and light)
10. What are the names of the rooms in a house?
11. What kind of furniture do we need in a house?
12. Who works to make the home a happy place in which to live?
13 . What kind of fun do we have at home?
V. Suggested procedure for developing concepts
In the fall after the children have become acquainted -with the school
environment, the next common interest -will pi*obably be the home. They
are eager to talk about their home experiences and members of their
families. A child may bring a doll to school and find an ideal
environment to play mother.
Family relations are discussed - the care of the child by the father
and mother; duties of each member of the family. Through undirected
play vd.th the playhouse furnishings, the children will dramatize the
duties and responsibilities of each member of the family.
Pictures about the home, supplied by the teacher and brought from home
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by the children may be displayed about the room. During the informal
play period, a child builds a block house. He tells about a house he
has seen under construction on the way to school. If this does not
occur, the teacher may use the story hour to introduce a story about
the playhouse.
An excursion is planned to see the house. The children decide what to
look for in a well-built house. (See IV A.) Upon returning, the
teacher and children discuss the trip and how to build a house. Some
materials are supplied for the building by the teacher. Children
should be encouraged to show initiative in supplying usable materials.
The teacher should provide stories, music, and games suitable for the
unit of work.
After the children have worked on the playhouse for a while, many
pi-oblems arise which can be solved best by making a return excursion to
the house under construction.
Some child suggests the need for furniture, curtains, and dishes.
Committees are formed to make furniture from boxes and lumber; curtains
from cloth or paper; wall paper, using original designs of the children
dishes of clay, vduch are painted and designed.
When the playhouse is finished, the need for food will arise. This
will lead into a discussion of where we get food, and a child usually
says "Let’s have a store".
All other units may have a connection with the playhouse. Addition may
be made to the playhouse on this basis. For example: When the store
is added, we will need a house telephone; when radio broadcasting is
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done, w'e need a house radio; at Christmas we need to decorate the
playhoiise; when post office is bmlt, we need a house mailbox, etc.
VI. Things to know (Broad understandings)
A. The family is made up of many members.
B. Each member of the family has a definite place in the home.
C. Each member of the family has special work to do.
E. Cooperation is necessary if the members of the family are to make
a happy home
.
E. When we are healthy, we are happy.
E. Other members of the family help us solve our problems.
VII. TMngs to do
A. Hold an open house for another group to see the playhouse.
B. Give a party in the playhcuse.
C. Write an invi tation to the contractor to visit them, and to see
their house.
VIII. Evaluation
A. The teacher will note the growth of children in useful habits and
attitudes as they work and play with other children.
B. A COTiference with parents will check on the growth of the
individual child in these habits and attitudes at home.
C. Teacher visits in the homes of children.
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THQffi - LIVING IN THE COl&iUNITY
PROBLEM - APPRECIATING OUR COHliUNITY
I. Statement of the basal purpose
Tlie purpose of this unit is to help Uie child to realize how the
things around us influence what we do and how the people, working for
the welfare of the community in ishich we live, all help to promote
our health and happiness.
II. Content aims
A. To develop the desire to have a healtlymind and body
B. To develop ability in solving child's problems in his relationship
to ccmmiinity living
C. To provide opportunity for practice in desirable habits of conduct
that will be useful in assisting the child to grow into full
membership in the community




3* Using materials economically and efficiently
%
4» Helping other people
5« Being neat with work and with self
6. Finishing tasks begun
7. Seeking information
8. Using new words
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1. Respect for connnunity helpers
2. Realization of our ability to help in community service
3. Courtesy to all workers
C. Appreciations
1. Of the work helpers do in rendering service
2. Of strong, healthy, brave and courageous men
3. Of a good leader or a good follower
D. Skills
1. Using vocabulary pertinent to the unit
2. Approaching ttiose who serve us
3. Communicating with strangers
(See achievements in Reading Readiness)
IV. Preparation for experiences
Minor Problem - Our Helpers in the Conmunity
A. Teacher determines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed.




station signals stop and go signs
intersection of streets
Postman
whistle red and green lights
mail letter stamps
mail box postcard one cent
mail bag package two cent
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milk cleanliness bottle cream




truck tongs frozen water refrigeration





meter turn on repair work




department stores special package
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B. See Reading Readiness section for suggested ways of developing
these understandings.




a. Have 3rou ever seen a policeman? Vftiat does he do?
b. Ho\t does he help us?
c. How can we help him?
d. What kind of men would make good policemen?
(Idea of strong, healthy bodyj brave, courageous, and
honest men)
2 . Postman ( commun icati an
)
a. What does he do to help us?
b. Why do we place a stamp on a letter?
3. Fireman (safety)
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b. TThat kind of a man would a fireman need to be?
c. What can we do to help him?
4, Milkman (dairy)
a. Who brings the milk to us?
b. Where does milkman get milk?
c. Where does dairy get milk?
5* Ice man (preservation of foods)
a. Why does the ice man come to your house?
f
bo In -viiat way does ice help us?
6# Utility men
ao Why do meter readers come to our house?
bo Whiat do the meters tell them?
Co What does electricity do for us?
7o Delivery boys (service)
a. Who are sane other people that cane to your door?
bo In what yiays do they help us?
V. Suggested procedure for developing experiences
An example:
The policeman is one of the helpers the children first meet when they
start to schoolo One of the first means of introducing the policeman
and his work is throu^ oral conversationo Discuss freely bow the
children should come to school, what streets to cross, where and how
to cross them, so that they may arrive safely at school.
It would be best for the teacher to know the policeman’s name. This
would make him more of a personality than just an individual. Free
oral discussion and simple teacher-explanation of the duties of the
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policeman will help the child to solve problems which arise out of
the relationship with the policeman.
A dictated invitation to the policeman inviting him to visit the
Sub-Primary and to talk with the group may be followed by an
excursion to the policeman ' s corner to observe how he helps us and
cares for our safety.
Interesting illustrative pictures and books may add much to enriching
concepts about traffic, street intersections, and signals the
policeman uses, and may help to give the child a better visual
discrimination . Stories full of meaningful concepts about the
policeman may be read and told by the teacher and the children. These
stories should also be rich in safety content.
In dramatic play, constructed materials may be used, such as:
Stop and Go signs Red and Green light signals
VI. Things to know (Broad understandings)
A. Various helpers work in different ways.
B. T/e can help community workers.
C. Vfe always respect our helpers and treat Lhera courteously.
D. Our happiness and welfare depends somewhat upon community workers,
E. To be of greatest service, workers must be efficient, courteous,
and economical.
F. The fact that money is used as a medium of exchange (How helpers
are paid)
G. We protect aar health and the health of others by observing
quarantine signs.
H. Respect for property of our neighbors and of the public.
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VII « Things to do
A. Make a cooperative booklet showing how the post office, etc., was
made and how the children play in it. The book may be given to
someone as a gift or may be kept on the library shelf.
B. Entertain parents or first grade, showing work done by the class.
C. Compose and dictate stories and rhymes for individual and group
scrapbooks and for school news
'd. Helpers, such as our policeman, may be invited in to see our
dramatic play and our construction activities.
VIII. Evaluation
A. School policeman reports how children cooperate.
B. Teacher notes growth in appreciation of the work of our helpers.
C. Parent reports on child’s attitude toward doctor, nurse, etc., and
his health habits.
D. Child is interested in stamps and brings them to school,
IX. Preparation for experiences
Minor Problem - Places Y>'e Go in the Community
A. Teacher detemiines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed
(The following lists are merely suggestive)
1* The grocery store or market
grocer pound weigh articles of food
butcher dozen market counter
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2* The department store
articles clerk
toy department or toy shop delivery truck
3 . Other retail stores which have a particular interest for
certain Sub-Primary, such as;
flower shop book shop
bakery




pulpit altar listening prayer
organ pews quiet congregation
preacher aisles reveren ce
6.* Library




beautiful flowers wading pools seats
fun shade
8. Circus (if attended by most of the children)
animal names clowns the show
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9» Many others, if they are ccramon experience of children




B. Suggestions for constructing these concepts
See I under Reading Readiness section for suggested ways of
developing these understandings.




a. When our family needs food, ’/rfiere do we get it?
b. ’Where does the grocer get the food he sells?
c. IWho helps the grocer?
2. The department store
a. Where does your mother take you when she buys your clothes?
ba What do you see at the department store?
c. Who makes the clothes we buy?
3» Filling station
a. IWhat makes your automobile go?
b. Vihat does the service station man do to your automobile?
4« Church
a. Do you like to go to Sunday School a:d Church?
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5 • Library
a. What is a library for?
b. How does the librarian help us?
c« Who owns the books in the library?
6. I^rk
a* What do you do when you go to the park?
b. How can we use the play apparatus safely?
c. Whom does the park belong to?
d. How should we help to take care of the pai-k?
7 . Circus
a. Vfiiat animals did you see at the circus?
b. How are the animals at the circus taken care of?
c. What part of the circus do you like best?
8. Fam
a. Did you ever live or visit on a farm?
b. What did you see there?
c. How does the faraer help us?
d. How do we pay the farmer?
X. Sample procedure for developing these concepts
A. The retail stores
1, Approaches
a* Vfhen playing in the playhouse, and a need arises for
groceries, the child usually says, "Let's have a store",
b. The teacher may watch other opportunities for beginning a
toy store, department store, book stores, or bakery
c An excursion is made to a store
J
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d. The child is encouraged to engage in informal conversation
about his own experiences in going to store to buy things.
e. i:*ictures of people buying at the store are displayed.
f. Pictures of men working in store may be the basis for
conversation period.
2. Suggested research and problem solving situations
a. Situations which children must decide
(1) How to arrange the store
(2) How he will advertise
(3) Where to keep stock, such as fruit, vegetables, meat,
milk, bread, canned goods, etc.
(4) How maiy clerks will be needed?
(5) How much he will charge for each article?
(6) About display windows
(7) Whether he will deliver or not
(8) How to keep stock neat and clean
(9) Hov; to be courteous and alert
b. Cliildren will find
(1) Answers to some problems by visiting a store
(2) Pictures showing how stores are arranged, how the
grocer weighs groceries; cash registers;
refrigerators and counters
(3) Stories about going to store and playing store
3* Suggested conversation
a. Let teacher ask the first question; children will soon join
in and take over, if given an opportunity.
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b* Plans for building a store
(1) Boards for counters, shelves
(2) Cellophane for windcr/s
(3) Boxes and bins
c. Plans for making fruit, vegetables, eggs and other produce
(1) Clay modeling for fruits and vegetables
(2) Paper cans
(3) ffeiper boxes
d. Excursion to a store (before and sLCter)
(See Reading Readiness example)
e. flans for making and using
(1) telephone (4) cash register
(2) refrigerator (5) show cases
(3) play money (6) delivery truck
7/her e does the grocer get
(1) vegetables (4) milk and butter
(2) fruit (5) pastry and bread
(3) poultry (6) meat
Who works in the store, as
(1) manager (4) janitor
(2) clerk (5) cashier
(3) butcher (6) delivery boy
h. How we can help the grocer by knowi ng what we Trant
Suggested practice activities
a. Practice drawing a line with pencil and ruler before sawing
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c. Practice in displaying merchandise for best effect
d. Practice in moulding object, making it smooth, right size
and shape; mould object from one piece if possible
e. Practice in painting fruit, etc., ^T±th correct strokes,
smoothly and evenly
fo Practice in matching and mixing colors to get desired shade
g. Practice in woodwork
(1) Sawing on line
(2) Getting nails out of wood before sawing
(3) Using vises and saw benches correctly
h. Practice in printing labels
io Practice in illustrating advertisements and labels
j. Practice in meeting customers
(1) Being courteous
(2) Helping them select vdiat they want
k. Practice in handling money
Recognizing a few prices such as:
U 2^ 30 50
l. Practice in being resourceful
(1) Using colored beads and clay for candy
(2) Filling glasses with wet sand for peanut butter
(3) Coloring water for vi.negar, vanilla and milk
(4) Filling cloth sacks with sand for flour, meal, salt
and sugar
(5) Making cash register of cigar boxes
(6) Making telephone of boards and spools
T
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m. Practice in taking turns at being clerks
n« Practice in being thrifty with the use of materials
i 5, Suggested creative activities
a. Making booklet of things sold in store
b. Moulding vegetables, fruit, eggs, doughnuts, and lollipops,
and painting them
c. liaking advertising posters
d. Cutting pictures of canned goods
e. Making stories about family going to store for merchandise
f. Making up riddles about things in a store
XI. Things to kno'w (Broad understandings)
A. Our family needs stores for its supplies.
B. We can help -the grocer by knovring "what we want.
C. Money is used as medium of exchange.
D. The grocer gets his stock to sell from many sources.
E. The grocer must be efficient, courteous, and economical.
F. 7Ie need certain foods to make us healthy.
G. There are certain standards of behavior in each place we go,
XII. Things to do
A. Make a cooperative booklet using creative drawings made in
connection with grocery store ideas. The booklet will be put on
the library table.
I
B. Write a cooperative storj’’ about things we do in our store for the
newspaper
C. Ask car parents or another group of children to come in and see
work we have done
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D. Dramatic play in our play stores, circus, etc.
XIII. Evaluation
A. Teacher may note improvement in attitude on the part of child by
listening to his conversation.
B. Teacher notes progress in skills. (Proper use of tools and
equipment)
C. The interest in the store as an immediate source of supply, should
lead on to an associated interest, such as:
Transportation, the farm, the dairy, etc.
XIV. Preparation for experiences
Minor Problem « How We Go Places in the Conmunity
A. Teacher determines definite concepts or meanings to be constructed
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3. Trains and busses
Freight trains
box cars oil car
flat cars cattle car
engines coal car
daboose refrigerator car




mail chair cars fi reman




loading zone bus stop
4» Develop the following if they are common experiences to the
group;
a* Trucks - produce, frei^t, moving van, grocery
b. Street cars - motorman, conductor, track, fare
c. Boats - motor, steam, row, canoe, captain, sailor, crew,
cars, tickets
d. Horses and wagons
B. Suggested ways of constructing these concepts
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C* Suggested questions leading to the development of these concepts
1 . Family automobile
a. Wh^at do we get for our cars at the filling station?
b. Can you name some of the parts of a car?
c. Why do you like to ride in your automobile ?
2. Airplanes
a. Can you tell how an airplane is different from an automobil^l
b. Can you name some of the people who are needed in flying
airplanes?
c. Why do they have beacon lights and beacon radios at airport^?
3. Trains and busses
a. Vfhy do we have diffeit^nt kinds of trains?
b. Can you name some of the different kinds of cars that mak:e .
up a passenger train? a freight train?
c. ’.Thy does the bus driver have to be careful when driving?
d. Why do people like to travel by bus?
e. «fxiy do we have to pay to ride on busses and trains?
4. Trucks, street cars, beats, horses and wagons
a. What are trucks used for?
b. Why would people rather ride on a bus than a street car?
c. Yihat kind of boats have you seen? ’Ahat are they used for?
d. Where do we see horses and wagons used most?
e. to we ever use horses without wagcm s?
XV» Sample procedure for developing experiences
A. Suggested approaches
A child has retuined from a trip cn a train or a bus. He relates
o
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hds experiences to the class. Other children make contributions
of similar experiences. The conversation centers around trains
and busses. A letter is written to the school office asking for a
bus in which to take an excursion to the .train and bus stations.
The children have an opportunity to enter and inspect a train and
a bus. They should discuss what to look for before going.
Suggested activities in research and problem solving
1. Look for pictures that will make a train or bus story to put
in a booklet or to make a movie
2. Look for stories which tell about a trip and ask the teacher
to read them
3* Listen to stories read by the teacher; these may answer
questions asked by the children.
Suggested subjects for conversation
1. Discuss the experiences on a bus or train
a. The conductor takes the tickets
b. The kinds of seats on a train or bus
c. Eating and sleeping on a train or bus
2. List questions asked by children and see if other children can
answer them
3» Discuss the kinds of trains and busses
4. Discuss ways of playing train and riding on the bus
5. Discuss how to build a depot, train or bus (How to make a train
go, etc.)
6. Discuss the fact that it costs money to ride on a train or bus
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7* Discuss railroad crossings
a. How one should cross them
b* The signals and how they work
c. Looking out for trains
8* Discuss making tickets
9. Discuss how to ride on a bus or train safely
D. rt^ctical activities
1. Experience with manuscript writing
a* Making signs for crossings
b. Printing names, such as Diner, Day Coach, etc.
c. Making a schedule, showing turns for being engineer,
conductor, bus driver, etc.
2. Practice in planning
a. Drawing floor plans for a depot
b. Plan how to make a train or bus before beginning
3. Practice in painting
a. Signs for trains and busses
b. Pictures for booklets
4. Clay modeling
a. Practice making dishes for the diner
b. Practice in modeling fruits, vegetables, and other foods
used on the diner
5. Practice in the use .of oral language
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b. Dictate stories about the men who work on trains and busses
c. Conversation about experiences
6* Woodwork
a. rtractice in measuring
b. i^actice in using tools to the best advantage
7 • raper cutting
a. Making tickets
b. Cutting and pasting signs on trains, busses, crossings, and
depots
c. Making booklets of pictures cut from magazines, etc*
8* List«iing to stories
a* Wactice in listening to stories to get definite
information
b* Listening to stories in order to dramatize them
E. Creative activities
1. Make booklets about trains and busses
2. Make a depot and let children take the part of workers
3* HLay with toy trains and busses
4* Build a train or a bus and let children take turns in acting
the part of the workers
XVI. Things to know (Broad understandings)
A. l^eople travel in different ways.
E. Many people must work so that we can travel safely and comfortably.
C. Companies own trains, busses, etc.
D. We have to pay money to travel on trains and busses.
E. When we are traveling, we must consider the health and safety of
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F. The bus driver, conductor, etc., are our friends and -will give us
information when we need it.
XVII. Things to do
A. Let the children make a talking movie of their experiences in
building the train or the bus (Draw pictures and paste on a long
piece of wrapping paper)
B. Invite another group of children to play train with than
C. Make a train or a bus book for another group of children as a gift
D. Build a depot, trains, or busses
XVIII. Evaluation .
A. Teacher notes evidences (in conversation and dramatic play) of
increased appreciation for transportation workers and a
realization of their responsibilities regarding passengers on
train and busses.
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METHOD OF DETEiaUNBO READINESS FOR READING
The specific aims of the preparatory period have not been better stated
34
than by the National Committee on Reading. According to their analysis,
the child during the preparatory period should have acquired a;
"!• Wide experience, along the lines of his interests; experience whicl
will enable him to understand the stories aad activities about which he will
read.
2. Reascxiable facility in the use of ideas, in conversation, and in
doing simple reasoning.
3. Sufficient command of simple English sentences to speak with ease
and freedom.
4. A relatively wide speaking vocabulary.
5. A genuine desire to read."
Information for the study of each child can be obtained from many
sources. The most reliable are teacher observation, school records, results
of formal and informal tests, conferences with the parents, and frequent home
visits which yield information concerning personal responsibilities, self-
confidence, industry, leadership, originality, cooperation, perseverance,
dependability, judgment, ambition, and self-directican
.
Teacher observation from her informal testing, gives a very important
knowledge of the child's emotional stability, his ability to speak correctly
and to follow directions*
34 National Society for the Study of Education . Report of the
National Committee on Reading. Twenty-fourth yearbook, p. 27. Fart I.
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School records furnish authentic facts relative to the date of birth,
father's occupation, general health facts, and a histoiy of diseases and
attendan ce
•
The terra, Reading Readiness, is used in Sub~tt:imary to designate the
level of developnent a child should have attained in order to profit most
35
from systematic instruction in reading, Mila Banton Smith, through her
research for jere-Primary Series of Basal Reading which she has prepared for
Silver Burdett, reports that many children are at or near this level when
they enter school; othera need the help that teachers can give through a
carefully planned readiness program. In order to plan and direct the work
of the readiness period, teachers should understand what constitutes
readiness for reading, and should be familiar with methods and mateirials
that will contribute to the development of such readiness.
INDICATIONS OF READINESS TO READ
Affirmative answers to such questions as the following, will indicate
readiness to read:
1* Has the child a mental age of at least six years,
2, Is he well adjusted to school, physically, emotionally, and
socially. Does he have some dexterity in handling tools, pencils, crayons?
Does he play well with other children? Is he willing to try new things?
3, Is he alert to and interested in his surroundings?
35 Smith, Nila Banton, The Supervisor's Exchange,Fourth Issue,Researct
Service, November, 1944, Silver Burdett Company, New York, 3, New York,
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4* Is he interested in picture books?
5. Is he eager to,learn to read?
6. Does he have a broad experience background?
7. Has he had expeiriences that will make the content of pre-primers
in use meaningful to him?
8. Has he a fairly large speaking vocabulary?
9« Does he know seme stories and nursery rhymes?
10. Can he listen to a story attentively?
11* Does he respond to the emotion in a story?
12, Can he retell a simple story, keeping events in proper sequence,
with and without the use of pictures?
13. Can he interpret a total pictured situation?
14 • Can he relate e:;qDeriences he has had?
15 . Can he follow directions?
16. Can he repeat sentences correctly?
17. Does he associate meaning with printed symbols?
18. Does he recognize some printed materials, such as signs and labels
used in the classroom, items on the caleaidar, his name, etc?
19* Does he notice likenesses and differences in words? Is he accurate
in making auditory and visual discriminations?
20. Does he know how to handle books?
21, Is he developing good work habits?
SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
The activities suggested for teachers have been organized around a few
general headings that indicate the phase or phases of the reading readiness
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program to which they make their major contribution. Obviously, many of the
suggestions actually serve more than oie purpose in the readiness program.
For example, activities listed under "Developing a wide background of
experiences", also make a definite contribution to vocabulary development,"
provide opportunities for oral expression, and so on.
If children are to approach reading with a reasonable chance of enjoyinf
the experience and of succeeding in it, they must have a feeling of
confidence in themselves and in their ability to learn. The teacher can do
much to develop this attitude if she is alert to variations in children’s
abilities, and provides opportunities for all children to have a number of
successful experiences with reading activities.
Teachers should be familiar with pre-primers to be used later, and
should direct most of their work toward building up the vocabulary children
will need as a basis for understanding the content of these books
Pre-Primer 1.
Alice and play one look big
Jerry little jump two boats ride
Mother puppy I three red airplane
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here Jerry * jump * little puppy *
I « like on airplane * something -a-
go * to * what morning she
one * and good with my
two * said h£id Father * play *
three * a goodby ran this
up * ride * train * me you
down * come * in he may
Alice * want big * did have
look * Mother * boat * brown * saw
can * walked store * went looked
too name at got is
kitten * red * blue * home tip
see * the
Pre-Primer 3*
Si big can do * going * had
airplane blue cap * down good have
Alice boat come Father goodby he
and brown did go got home
at green * house*
I Jerry like man * Mother on
in Jip little may my one
is jiimp look me name play
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In the light of good teacher judgment, the results of Standard Reading
Readiness tests, and a definite desire to read, the child who is ready may
be taught to read by a well planned teaching program.
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PROGRAM FOR READEJG READBIESS
The writer suggested a flexible Kindergarten and Sub-Prlmarj Program
for Reading Readiness as it starts the first day of school, and every





Auditory and Visual Discrimination
Informal Testing
Considering the many factors and ccmbinations of factors in any one
Kindergarten or Sub-Primary setup, it would seem that too great
standardization would be truly undesirable. A program based on the
percentages of time allotment derived from the Survey of General Practice
36
in Kindergarten and Sub-Primary Education in the United States and
adapted to the background of the children, the personality of the teacher
the organization of the building, and the location of the school itself,
ought to meet the needs of the children more fully than could any
standardized time schedule.
Example of Time Schedule.
8:45 - 9:45 Work Period
A. Activities which promote physical, social, mental, emotional,
36 Foster, Josephine C., and Headley, Neith E., "Education in the
Kindergarten", American Book Company, New York, N. Y., 1936, pp. 106-108.
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and moral development of the child.
a. arrival, care of pets, flowers, plants
b. play on apparatus and with toys
c. individual and group projects selected by children and
guided by the teacher
d* imaginative play with blocks, dolls, sand, etc.
e. story and picture book interests
9:45 - 10:45 Reading Readiness Groups (teaching at group level)
10:45 - 10:55 Luncheon period
A. Washing hands, preparation of lunch
B. Providing the situation for training in personal and social
table manners, interesting conversation, correct food to eat, etc
10:55 - 11:05 Rest period
11:05 ~ 11:25 Music and Language
A. Informal social conversation, songs, rhymes, stories, and
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The purpose of this paper was to prepare a Course of Study for the
Pre-Reading program in the Kindergarten and Sub—rrimary classes of which
the writer is the reading supervisor. The scope of the paper and the time
allotted to compilation of material made a statistical study impractical.
However, as the material has been tried with Kindergarten and Sub-Primary
children the following trends seem evident.
TRBJDS
1. The effectiveness of a formalized teaching program in improving
auditory and visual discidmination is evident.
2. The materials discriminate adequately between the various
chronological age groups.
3 . Chronological age appears to have little significance in the
manner in which the children attack the material.
4. One can observe improvement in all groups. Even the slow learning
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CHAiT^ER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The following are suggestions for farther study.
1. In order to obtain data for differences in grouping, Reading
Readiness and Intelligence tests should be administered to each child in the
Spring preceding his entrance into Grade I in September.
2. That a study of the children taught by this suggested Course be
directed during the year in the first grade.
3* Frcm findings and implications of this study, a Reading Readiness
Curriculum based on individual needs could be revised and improved for our
Kindergarten and Sub-Primary classes.
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TEST 1 Form A
Form A TEST 1 — Continued Page S
TEST 2 Fora A
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READING APTITUDE TESTS
For Prediction and Analysis of
Reading Abilities and Disabilities
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Hand Preference R L
Eye Preference R L
Foot Preference R L
Total R L READING APTITUDE
Visual defect . . .
.
Hearing defect. . .
Speech defect. .
.
Physical defect . .
Foreign language
Comments:
COPYRIGHT, 1935, BY MARION MONROE
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
BOSTON • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DALLAS • ATLANTA • SAN FRANCISCO
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GROUP TESTS
Visual Test i
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Visual Test 2.
























Speed QAllow 60 seconds')
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
































Auditory Test jy Auditory Memory
A mother hen — had three — baby chicks. — Their names were Scratchy — Patchy — and Chick-
Chick. — One day — the chickens — went for a walk — in Farmer Joe’s — garden. — They were
having a fine time — eating lettuce — when a big dog — ran toward them — barking loudly.
,
— The
chickens ran home — as fast as they could, — all except little Chick-Chick — who hid — behind a big
leaf — until the dog went away.
Score
Articulation Test /, Reproduction
baby 7. this thumb 13. quick kick 19. stop Sam’s sled
tick tock 8. very fine 14. pink pig 20. pick peck pack
see saw 9. green glass 15. big bag beg 21. Bobby’s better blotter
so busy 10. sly sister 16. come cub cup 22. mythological
run around 11. few flew 17. she sells silk 23. incomprehensibility




Speed {Allow 75 seconds')
banana long ago take a bite
Score
Language Test 2y Classification {Allow jo seconds)
animals things to eat toys
Language Test jy Sentence-Length
Score
Score
Motor Test Jy Writing Name
Score
Handedness: Eyedness: Footedness:
Writing RL Needle R L Cone R L RL RL Hopping R L
Throwing RL Winding RL Cardboard R L RL RL Kicking R L
Combing hair RL Fold hands R L Climbing R L
Batting RL Fold arms RL


